Recent times have seen a tremendous growth in mobile based data services that allow people to use Short Message Service (SMS) to access these data services. In a multilingual society it is essential that data services that were developed for a specific language be made accessible through other local languages also. In this paper, we present a service that allows a user to query a FrequentlyAsked-Questions (FAQ) database built in a local language (Hindi) using Noisy SMS English queries. The inherent noise in the SMS queries, along with the language mismatch makes this a challenging problem. We handle these two problems by formulating the query similarity over FAQ questions as a combinatorial search problem where the search space consists of combinations of dictionary variations of the noisy query and its top-N translations. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a real-life dataset.
Introduction
There has been a tremendous growth in the number of new mobile subscribers in the recent past. Most of these new subscribers are from developing countries where mobile is the primary information device. Even for users familiar with computers and the internet, the mobile provides unmatched portability. This has encouraged the proliferation of information services built around SMS technology. Several applications, traditionally available on Internet, are now being made available on mobile devices using SMS. Examples include SMS short code services.
Short codes are numbers where a short message in a predesignated format can be sent to get specific information. For example, to get the closing stock price of a particular share, the user has to send a message IBMSTOCKPR. Other examples are search (Schusteritsch et al., 2005) , access to Yellow Page services (Kopparapu et al., 2007) , Email 1 , Blog 2 , FAQ retrieval 3 etc. The SMS-based FAQ retrieval services use human experts to answer SMS questions.
Recent studies have shown that instant messaging is emerging as the preferred mode of communication after speech and email. 4 Millions of users of instant messaging (IM) services and short message service (SMS) generate electronic content in a dialect that does not adhere to conventional grammar, punctuation and spelling standards. Words are intentionally compressed by non-standard spellings, abbreviations and phonetic transliteration are used. Typical question answering systems are built for use with languages which are free from such errors. It is difficult to build an automated question answering system around SMS technology. This is true even for questions whose answers are well documented like in a Frequently-Asked-Questions (FAQ) database. Unlike other automatic question answering systems that focus on searching answers from a given text collection, Q&A archive (Xue et al., 2008) or the Web (Jijkoun et al., 2005) , in a FAQ database the questions and answers are already pro- vided by an expert. The main task is then to identify the best matching question to retrieve the relevant answer (Sneiders, 1999) (Song et al., 2007) . The high level of noise in SMS queries makes this a difficult problem (Kothari et al., 2009) . In a multilingual setting this problem is even more formidable. Natural language FAQ services built for users in one language cannot be accessed in another language. In this paper we present a FAQ-based question answering system over a SMS interface that solves this problem for two languages. We allow the FAQ to be in one language and the SMS query to be in another.
Multi-lingual question answering and information retrieval has been studied in the past (Sekine and Grishman, 2003) (Cimiano et al., 2009) . Such systems resort to machine translation so that the search can be performed over a single language space. In the two language setting, it involves building a machine translation system engine and using it such that the question answering system built for a single language can be used.
Typical statistical machine translation systems use large parallel corpora to learn the translation probabilities (Brown et al., 2007) . Traditionally such corpora have consisted of news articles and other well written articles. Since the translation systems are not trained on SMS language they perform very poorly when translating noisy SMS language. Parallel corpora comprising noisy sentences in one language and clean sentences in another language are not available and it would be hard to build such large parallel corpora to train a machine translation system. There exists some work to remove noise from SMS (Choudhury et al., 2007) (Byun et al., 2008) (Aw et al., 2006 ) (Neef et al., 2007 (Kobus et al., 2008) . However, all of these techniques require an aligned corpus of SMS and conventional language for training. Such data is extremely hard to create. Unsupervised techniques require huge amounts of SMS data to learn mappings of nonstandard words to their corresponding conventional form (Acharyya et al., 2009 ).
Removal of noise from SMS without the use of parallel data has been studied but the methods used are highly dependent on the language model and the degree of noise present in the SMS (Contractor et al., 2010) . These systems are not very effective if the SMSes contain grammatical errors (or the system would require large amounts of training data in the language model to be able to deal with all possible types of noise) in addition to misspellings etc. Thus, the translation of a cleaned SMS, into a second language, will not be very accurate and it would not give good results if such a translated SMS is used to query an FAQ collection.
Token based noise-correction techniques (such as those using edit-distance, LCS etc) cannot be directly applied to handle the noise present in the SMS query. These noise-correction methods return a list of candidate terms for a given noisy token (E.g. 'gud' − > 'god','good','guide' ) . Considering all these candidate terms and their corresponding translations drastically increase the search space for any multi-lingual IR system. Also , naively replacing the noisy token in the SMS query with the top matching candidate term gives poor performance as shown by our experiments. Our algorithm handles these and related issues in an efficient manner.
In this paper we address the challenges arising when building a cross language FAQ-based question answering system over an SMS interface. Our method handles noisy representation of questions in a source language to retrieve answers across target languages. The proposed method does not require hand corrected data or an aligned corpus for explicit SMS normalization to mitigate the effects of noise. It also works well with grammatical noise. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to address issues in noisy SMS based cross-language FAQ retrieval. We propose an efficient algorithm that can handle noise in the form of lexical and semantic corruptions in the source language.
Problem formulation
Consider an input SMS S e in a source language e. We view S e as a sequence of n tokens S e = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n . As explained in the introduction, the input is bound to have misspellings and other lexical and semantic distortions. Also let Q h denote the set of questions in the FAQ corpus of a target language h. Each question Q h ∈ Q h is also viewed as a sequence of tokens. We want to find the questionQ h from the corpus Q h that best matches the SMS S e .
The matching is assisted by a source dictionary D e consisting of clean terms in e constructed from a general English dictionary and a domain dictionary of target language D h built from all the terms appearing in Q h . For a token s i in the SMS input, term t e in dictionary D e and term t h in dictionary D h we define a cross-lingual similarity measure α(t h , t e , s i ) that measures the extent to which term s i matches t h using the clean term t e . We consider t h a cross lingual variant of s i if for any t e the cross language similarity measure α(t h , t e , s i ) > . We denote this as t h ∼ s i .
We define a weight function ω(t h , t e , s i ) using the cross lingual similarity measure and the inverse document frequency (idf) of t h in the target language FAQ corpus. We also define a scoring function to assign a score to each question in the corpus Q h using the weight function. Consider a question Q h ∈ Q h . For each token s i , the scoring function chooses the term from Q h having the maximum weight using possible clean representations of s i ; then the weight of the n chosen terms are summed up to get the score. The score measures how closely the question in FAQ matches the noisy SMS string S e using the composite weights of individual tokens.
Our goal is to efficiently find the questionQ h having the maximum score.
Noise removal from queries
In order to process the noisy SMS input we first have to map noisy tokens in S e to the possible correct lexical representations. We use a similarity measure to map the noisy tokens to their clean lexical representations.
Similarity Measure
For a term t e ∈ D e and token s i of the SMS input S e , the similarity measure γ(t e , s i ) between them is and LCS(te, s i ) is the Longest common subsequence between te and s i . * The intuition behind this measure is that people typically type the first few characters of a word in an SMS correctly. This way we limit the possible variants for a particular noisy token
The Longest Common Subsequence Ratio (LCSRatio) (Melamed et al., 1999) of two strings is the ratio of the length of their LCS and the length of the longer string. Since in the SMS scenario, the dictionary term will always be longer than the SMS token, the denominator of LCSRatio is taken as the length of the dictionary term.
The EditDistance SM S (Figure 2 ) compares the Consonant Skeletons (Prochasson et al., 2007) of the dictionary term and the SMS token. If the Levenshtein distance between consonant skeletons is small then γ(t e , s i ) will be high. The intuition behind using EditDistance SM S can be explained through an example. Consider an SMS token "gud" whose most likely correct form is "good". The longest common subsequence for "good" and "guided" with "gud" is "gd". Hence the two dictionary terms "good" and "guided" have the same LCSRatio of 0.5 w.r.t "gud", but the EditDistance SM S of "good" is 1 which is less than that of "guided", which has EditDistance SM S of 2 w.r.t "gud". As a result the similarity measure between "gud" and "good" will be higher than that of "gud" and "guided". Higher the LCSRatio and lower the EditDistance SM S , higher will be the similarity measure. Hence, for a given SMS token "byk", the similarity measure of word "bike" is higher than that of "break".
Cross lingual similarity
Once we have potential candidates which are the likely disambiguated representations of the noisy
Step 1. remove consecutive repeated characters in t // (f all → f al)
Step 2. remove all vowels in t //(painting → pntng, threat → thrt) return t End term, we map these candidates to appropriate terms in the target language. We use a statistical dictionary to achieve this cross lingual mapping.
Statistical Dictionary
In order to build a statistical dictionary we use the statistical translation model proposed in (Brown et al., 2007) . Under IBM model 2 the translation probability of source language sentenceē = {t 1 e , . . . , t j e , . . . , t m e } and a target language sentencē h = {t 1 h , . . . , t i h , . . . , t l e } is given by
(2) Here the word translation model τ (t h |t e ) gives the probability of translating the source term to target term and the alignment model a(j|i, m, l) gives the probability of translating the source term at position i to a target position j. This model is learnt using an aligned parallel corpus. Given a clean term t i e in source language we get all the corresponding terms T = {t 1 h , . . . , t k h , . . .} from the target language such that word translation probability τ (t k h |t i e ) > ε. We rank these terms according to the probability given by the word translation model τ (t h |t e ) and consider only those target terms that are part of domain dictionary i.e.
Cross lingual similarity measure
For each term s i in SMS input query, we find all the clean terms t e in source dictionary D e for which similarity measure γ(t e , s i ) > φ. For each of these term t e , we find the cross lingual similar terms T te using the word translation model. We compute the cross lingual similarity measure between these terms as α(s i , t e , t h ) = γ(t e , s i ).τ (t h , t e )
The measure selects those terms in target language that have high probability of being translated from a noisy term through one or more valid clean terms.
Cross lingual similarity weight
We combine the idf and the cross lingual similarity measure to define the cross lingual weight function ω(t h , t e , s i ) as
By using idf we give preference to terms that are highly discriminative. This is necessary because queries are distinguished from each other using informative words. For example for a given noisy token "bck" if a word translation model produces a translation output "wapas" (as in came back) or "peet" or "qamar" (as in back pain) then idf will weigh "peet" more as it is relatively more discriminative compared to "wapas" which is used frequently.
Pruning and matching
In this section we describe our search algorithm and the preprocessing needed to find the best question Q h for a given SMS query.
Indexing
Our algorithm operates at a token level and its corresponding cross lingual variants. It is therefore necessary to be able to retrieve all questions Q h t h that contain a given target language term t h . To do this efficiently we index the questions in FAQ corpus using Lucene 5 . Each question in FAQ is treated as a document. It is tokenized using whitespace as delimiter before indexing.
The cross lingual similarity weight calculation requires the idf for a given term t h . We query on this index to determine the number of documents f that contain t h . The idf of each term in D h is precomputed and stored in a hashtable with t h as the key. The cross lingual similarity measure calculation requires the word translation probability for a given term t e . For every t e in dictionary D e , we store T te in a hashmap that contains a list of terms in the target language along with their statistically determined translation probability τ (t h |t e ) > ε, where
Since the query and the FAQs use terms from different languages, the computation of IDF becomes a challenge (Pirkola, 1998) (Oard et al., 2007) . Prior work uses a bilingual dictionary for translations for calculating the IDF. We on the other hand rely on a statistical dictionary that has translation probabilities. Applying the method suggested in the prior work on a statistical dictionary leads to errors as the translations may themselves be inaccurate.
We therefore calculate IDFs for target language term (translation) and use it in the weight measure calculation. The method suggested by Oard et al (Oard et al., 2007 ) is more useful in retrieval tasks for multiple documents, while in our case we need to retrieve a specific document (FAQ).
List Creation
Given an SMS input string S e , we tokenize it on white space and replace any occurrence of digits to their string based form (e.g. 4get, 2day) to get a series of n tokens s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n . A list L e i is created for each token s i using terms in the monolingual dictionary D e . The list for a single character SMS token is set to null as it is most likely to be a stop word. A term t e from D e is included in L e i if it satisfies the threshold condition
The threshold value φ is determined experimentally. For every t e ∈ L e i we retrieve T te and then retrieve the idf scores for every t h ∈ T te . Using the word translation probabilities and the idf score we compute the cross lingual similarity weight to create a new list L h i . A term t h is included in the list only if τ (t h |t e ) > 0.1
This probability cut-off is used to prevent poor quality translations from being included in the list.
If more than one term t e has the same translation t h , then t h can occur more than once in a given list. If this happens, then we remove repetitive occurrences of t h and assign it a weight equal to the maximum weight amongst all occurrences in the list, multiplied by the number of times it occurs. The terms t h in L h i are sorted in decreasing order of their similarity weights. Henceforth, the term "list" implies a sorted list.
For example given a SMS query "hw mch ds it cst to stdy in india" as shown in Fig. 3 , for each token we create a list of possible correct dictionary words by dictionary look up. Thus for token "cst" we get dictionary words lik "cost, cast, case, close". For each dictionary word we get a set of possible words in Hindi by looking at statistical translation table. Finally we merged the list obtained to get single list of Hindi words. The final list is ranked according to their similarity weights.
Search algorithm
Given S e containing n tokens, we create n sorted lists L h 1 , L h 2 , . . . , L h n containing terms from the domain dictionary and sorted according to their cross lingual weights as explained in the previous section. A naive approach would be to query the index using each term appearing in all L h i to build a Collection set C of questions. The best matching questionQ h will be contained in this collection. We compute the score of each question in C using Score(Q) and the question with highest score is treated asQ h . However the naive approach suffers from high runtime cost.
Inspired by the Threshold Algorithm (Fagin et al., 2001 ) we propose using a pruning algorithm that maintains a much smaller candidate set C of questions that can potentially contain the maximum scoring question. The algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . The algorithm works in an iterative manner. In each iteration, it picks the term that has maximum weight among all the terms appearing in the lists L h 1 , L h 2 , . . . , L h n . As the lists are sorted in the descending order of the weights, this amounts to picking the maximum weight term amongst the first terms of the n lists. The chosen term t h is queried to find the set Q t h . The set Q t h is added to the candi- date set C. For each question Q ∈ Q t h , we compute its score Score(Q) and keep it along with Q. After this the chosen term t h is removed from the list and the next iteration is carried out. We stop the iterative process when a thresholding condition is met and focus only on the questions in the candidate set C. The thresholding condition guarantees that the candidate set C contains the maximum scoring questionQ h . Next we develop this thresholding condition.
Let us consider the end of an iteration. Suppose Q is a question not included in C. At best, Q will include the current top-most tokens
from every list. Thus, the upper bound UB on the score of Q is
Let Q * be the question in C having the maximum score. Notice that if Q * ≥ UB, then it is guaranteed that any question not included in the candidate set C cannot be the maximum scoring question. Thus, the condition "Q * ≥ UB" serves as the termination criterion. At the end of each iteration, we check if the termination condition is satisfied and if so, we can stop the iterative process. Then, we simply pick the question in C having the maximum score and return it. 
h is the term having maximum weight among // all terms appearing in the n lists.
Compute Score(Q) and add Q with its score into
// Termination condition satisfied Output Q and exit. forever End 
Experiments
To evaluate our system we used noisy English SMS queries to query a collection of 10, 000 Hindi FAQs. These FAQs were collected from websites of various government organizations and other online resources. These FAQs are related to railway reservation, railway enquiry, passport application and health related issues. For our experiments we asked 6 human evaluators, proficient in both English and Hindi, to create English SMS queries based on the general topics that our FAQ collection dealt with. We found 60 SMS queries created by the evaluators, had answers in our FAQ collection and we designated these as the in-domain queries. To measure the effectiveness of our system in handling out of domain queries we used a total of 380 SMSes part of which were taken from the NUS corpus (How et al., whch metro statn z nr pragati maidan ? dus metro goes frm airpot 2 new delhi rlway statn? is dere any special metro pas 4 delhi uni students? whn is d last train of delhi metro? whr r d auto stands N delhi? Figure 5 : Sample SMS queries 2005) and the rest from the "out-of-domain" queries created by the human evaluators. Thus the total SMS query data size was 440. Fig 5 shows some of the sample queries.
Our objective was to retrieve the correct Hindi FAQ response given a noisy English SMS query. A given English SMS query was matched against the list of indexed FAQs and the best matching FAQ was returned by the Pruning Algorithm described in Section 5. A score of 1 was assigned if the retrieved answer was indeed the response to the posed SMS query else we assigned a score of 0. In case of out of domain queries a score of 1 was assigned if the output was NULL else we assigned a score of 0.
Translation System
We used the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) to build an English-Hindi statistical machine translation system. The system was trained on a collection of 150, 000 English and Hindi parallel sentences sourced from a publishing house. The 150, 000 sentences were on a varied range of subjects such as news, literature, history etc. Apart from this the training data also contained an aligned parallel corpus of English and Hindi FAQs. The FAQs were collected from government websites on topics such as health, education, travel services etc.
Since an MT system trained solely on a collection of sentences would not be very accurate in translating questions, we trained the system on an EnglishHindi parallel question corpus. As it was difficult to find a large collection of parallel text consisting of questions, we created a small collection of parallel questions using 240 FAQs and multiplied them to create a parallel corpus of 50, 000 sentences. This set was added to the training data and this helped familiarize the language model and phrase tables used by the MT systems to questions. Thus in total the MT system was trained on a corpus of 200, 000 sentences.
Experiment 1 and 2 form the baseline against which we evaluated our system. For our experiments the lexical translation probabilities generated by Moses toolkit were used to build the word translation model. In Experiment 1 the threshold φ described in Equation 5 is set to 1. In Experiment 2 and 3 this is set to 0.5. The Hindi FAQ collection was indexed using Lucene and a domain dictionary D h was created from the Hindi words in the FAQ collection.
System Evaluation
We perform three sets of experiments to show how each stage of the algorithm contributes in improving the overall results.
Experiment 1
For Experiment 1 the threshold φ in Equation 5 is set to 1 i.e. we consider only those tokens in the query which belong to the dictionary. This setup illustrates the case when no noise handling is done. The results are reported in Figure 6 .
Experiment 2
For Experiment 2 the noisy SMS query was cleaned using the following approach. Given a noisy token in the SMS query it's similarity (Equation 1) with each word in the Dictionary is calculated. The noisy token is replaced with the Dictionary word with the maximum similarity score. This gives us a clean English query.
For each token in the cleaned English SMS query, we create a list of possible Hindi translations of the token using the statistical translation table. Each Hindi word was assigned a weight according to Equation 4. The Pruning algorithm in Section 5 was then applied to get the best matching FAQ.
Experiment 3
In this experiment, for each token in the noisy English SMS we obtain a list of possible English variations. For each English variation a corresponding set of Hindi words from the statistical translation table was obtained. Each Hindi word was assigned a weight according to Equation 4. As described in Section 5.2, all Hindi words obtained from English variations of a given SMS token are merged to create Table 2 : F1 Measure a list of Hindi words sorted in terms of their weight. The Pruning algorithm as described in Section 5 was then applied to get the best matching FAQ. We evaluated our system using two different criteria. We used MRR (Mean reciprocal rank) and the best matching accuracy. Mean reciprocal rank is used to evaluate a system by producing a list of possible responses to a query, ordered by probability of correctness. The reciprocal rank of a query response is the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the first correct answer. The mean reciprocal rank is the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for a sample of queries Q.
Best match accuracy can be considered as a special case of MRR where the size of the ranked list is 1. As the SMS based FAQ retrieval system will be used via mobile phones where screen size is a major constraint it is crucial to have the correct result on the top. Hence in our settings the best match accuracy is a more relevant and stricter performance evaluation measure than MRR. Table 1 compares the MRR scores for all three experiments. Our method reports the highest MRR of 0.83. Figure 6 shows the performance using the strict evaluation criterion of the top result returned being correct.
We also experimented with different values of the threshold for Score(Q) (Section 5.3). The ROC curve for various threshold is shown in Figure 7 . The result for both in-domain and out-of-domain queries for the three experiments are shown in Figure 6 for Score(Q) = 8. The F1 Score for experiments 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Table 2 . 
Measuring noise level in SMS queries
In order to quantify the level of noise in the collected SMS data, we built a character-level language model(LM) using the questions in the FAQ data-set (vocabulary size is 70) and computed the perplexity of the language model on the noisy and the cleaned SMS test-set. The perplexity of the LM on a corpus gives an indication of the average number of bits needed per n-gram to encode the corpus. Noise re- Table 3 : Perplexity for Cleaned and Noisy SMS sults in the introduction of many previously unseen n-grams in the corpus. Higher number of bits are needed to encode these improbable n-grams which results in increased perplexity. From Table 3 we can see the difference in perplexity for noisy and clean SMS data for the English FAQ data-set. Large perplexity values for the SMS dataset indicates a high level of noise. For each noisy SMS query e.g. "hw 2 prvnt typhd" we manually created a clean SMS query "how to prevent typhoid". A character level language model using the questions in the clean English FAQ dataset was created to quantify the level of noise in our SMS dataset. We computed the perplexity of the language model on clean and noisy SMS queries.
Conclusion
There has been a tremendous increase in information access services using SMS based interfaces. However, these services are limited to a single language and fail to scale for multilingual QA needs. The ability to query a FAQ database in a language other than the one for which it was developed is of great practical significance in multilingual societies. Automatic cross-lingual QA over SMS is challenging because of inherent noise in the query and the lack of cross language resources for noisy processing. In this paper we present a cross-language FAQ retrieval system that handles the inherent noise in source language to retrieve FAQs in a target language. Our system does not require an end-to-end machine translation system and can be implemented using a simple dictionary which can be static or constructed statistically using a moderate sized parallel corpus. This side steps the problem of building full fledged translation systems but still enabling the system to be scaled across multiple languages quickly. We present an efficient algorithm to search and match the best question in the large FAQ corpus of target language for a noisy input question. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach on a real life FAQ corpus.
